
Au moment du bilan et en plus des évaluations fondées sur des indicateurs précis (voir par ailleurs) nous avons demandé aux porteurs de projets de 
mesurer l'impact immédiat du projet d'après la réalisation des résultats attendus (sur cinq points).

GREAT SATISFACTION
1. Progress in school performance and "wellness" for learners

Everybody agrees the wellness was increasing and students indeed enhanced personnal skills. But a 
best school perfomance was not so unanimously deetected.

3. Debates and demystification of contemporary phobias
This topic was very succesful and the aim to build a community and a common project was well 
targeted. Adults were sometimes most scared by terrorism than pupils are !

7. Sustainability of the international cooperation
A very great result since the teachers kept in touch and have founded an international Association. 
They are also involved in a new eTwinning (with the same schools and other ones), French 
Romanian exchanges are enhanced in a secood strategic partnership (wich was begining in 2017) 
and the schools do maintain their interest in Erasmus+ programme. 
GOOD DEGREE OF SUCCESS BUT RESULT STILL PERFECTIBLE

4. Incitement to the physical ITC upgrade of the school
5. Enhanced integration into the local network of institutions

MEDIUM IMPACT
2. Better teamwork of teachers and learners 

The relatively poor outcome of this measure is mainly caused by the negative feeling of some of the 
pilots exposed to the lack of cooperation of some of their colleagues in their own school. But this 
problem has been overcome and the good relations between partners have remained lasting, so the 
real impact is probably better and  the transdiciplinaire approach in the project is a goal wich has 
been well targeted according to all our further evaluations. 

6. Insertion of the ILARGIA FESTIVALin the cultural regional projects in France
It was first difficult to find a place in the local cultural agenda because the priority was to find a 
common date available for the all 5 countries. In another hand, security considerations have made 
the Proviseur to create a school event and not to invite a too large public to take part of the Festival.
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